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INDUSTRY COMMUNICATION EVENT
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
8‐Jun‐21
Who?
SEC

Question
How will the manual invoicing impact payment
timelines?

SEC

Is there a timeline for this to happen?

SEC

What are the Appropriate Security Capabilities
required for SEC?

Answer
It is not expected to impact timelines. It is just a different way
of submitting invoices.
We plan to try to start transitioning some in the 4th qtr and if
we get too busy, it will be pushed to the 1st qtr and maybe
even the 2nd qtr of 22.
It will depend on what the specific requirement is and the
classification level of the requirement.

SEC

Can you elaborate on what is meant by manual
invoicing? Email the invoice? How would we
receive payment?

You would receive payment as you always do. It should be
electronic transfer. What I'm referring to for manual invoices
is they should be prepared and issued manually and not
housed or created in unclassified financial systems or
databases. They will also be trasmitted via either encrypted
NIPR on the high side depending on the requirement, but
they won’t run through the WAWF system.

SEC

Is the SEC KO different from the Contract or Task
Order KO? How is the SEC KO authority different
than the Contract/Task Order KO? There was a
bullet saying "The KO and SEC KO will meet with
primes to discuss specific transition process
pertinent to contracts...".

Yes, The secure environment contacting cell is in the process
of being stood up and there will likely be a different group of
individuals working the SEC actions. Therefore, the current
KO and the SEC KO will coordinate and work together to get
the actions transtioned .

SEC

In regards to SEC, existing TOs will not be
recompeted but will be transitioned over to SEC
for administration?

Exisisting TOs containing SEC requirerments will be
transitioned to the SEC for administration.
Recompetes as well as new TOs that have SEC requirements
will be executed by the SEC.

2021T‐12

Who is the current incumbent for 2021T‐12?

2021T‐12

What work is being eliminated since the FTE
count is going from 72 to 55?

2021T‐12

Who is the incumbent on NDT?

Intuitive Research & Technology Corporation
The team examined the IGE and discussed the ceiling on the
previous effort. After review, the IGE is a more accurate
picture of the work being performed and any growth that
may be needed for the future. It's primarily that the ceiling
was escalated too high on the current one, so no work was
really being eliminated but rather it is more accurate of the
levels needed.
Intuitive Research & Technology Corporation

2021T‐13

Who is the incumbent for T‐13?

Intuitive Research & Technology Corporation

2021T‐18
2021T‐18

Who is incumbent to T‐18?
Who is the incumbent for Sustainment?
What is the expected NAICS for the tech loop
requirement?

AVIATION & MISSILE SOLUTIONS, LLC
AVIATION & MISSILE SOLUTIONS, LLC

2021T‐18
2021T‐18

2021T‐TBD
2021T‐TBD

Does AMS have an OCI today with T‐18?
Can the briefers include which tech domain
(541330 or 541715) is planned for their
requirement?
Who is the incumbent for the UAS part of this
effort (platform consolidation)?

541715
It is unknown at this time if there are any OCI's for this
requirement.
We will include which NAICS for which tech domain will be
applicable.
Avion Solutions
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2021T‐TBD

Is the platform consolidation work going under
541715?

No, it is 541330

SSCM

For future TORFQs, will all EXPRESS historical
labor categories be required? My question is not
related to specific TORFQ, TORFQ, but several of
the slides related to future TORFQs presented
only list a few of the EXPRESS historial labor
categories . Can we expect future TORFQs to only
request rates from a portion of the historical
EXPRESS labor categories and not all of them?

If you're familiar with a lot of the TORFQs that have come out
in EXPRESS, we give you our expected labor categories as
they relate to the express historical labor categories. There
are a wide range of express historical labor categories and not
all of them are used in every TORFQ. Sometimes there might
be cause to have every labor category, but most of them
should not use all labor categories.

SSCM

SSCM

How does the government solicit input from
industry on consolidated requirements? Is an RFI Yes, a consolidated RFI will be sent via Ebuy.
sent out via Ebuy?
With the changes based upon the SEC updates, we are
working to update the list, but there will be a delay in
When is the next anticipated posting of
updates while we work through the information to determine
"Upcoming Actions"?
what can and cannot be shared.(When is the next anticipated
posting of "Upcoming Actions"?)
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